The notions of decoupling zeros of positive discrete-time linear systems are introduced. The relationships between the decoupling zeros of standard and positive discrete-time linear systems are analyzed. It is shown that: 1) if the positive system has decoupling zeros then the corresponding standard system has also decoupling zeros, 2) the positive system may not have decoupling zeros when the corresponding standard system has decoupling zeros, 3) the positive and standard systems have the same decoupling zeros if the rank of reachability (observability) matrix is equal to the number of linearly independent monomial columns (rows) and some additional assumptions are satisfied.
Introduction
In positive systems inputs, state variables and outputs take only non-negative values. Examples of positive systems are industrial processes involving chemical reactors, heat exchangers and distillation columns, storage systems, compartmental systems, water and atmospheric pollution models. A variety of models having positive linear behavior can be found in engineering, management science, economics, social sciences, biology and medicine, etc. An overview of state of the art in positive linear theory is given in the monographs [1, 2] .
The notions of controllability and observability and the decomposition of linear systems have been introduced by Kalman [3, 4] . Those notions are the basic concepts of the modern control theory [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . They have been also extended to positive linear systems [1, 2] .
The reachability and controllability to zero of standard and positive fractional discrete-time linear systems have been investigated in [10] . The decomposition of positive discrete-time linear systems has been addressed in [11] . The notion of decoupling zeros of standard linear systems have been introduced by Rosebrock [8, 12] .
In this paper the notions of decoupling zeros will be extended for positive discrete-time linear systems.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 the basic definitions and theorems concerning reachability and observability of positive discrete-time linear systems are recalled. The decomposition of the pair (A,B) and (A,C) of positive linear system is addressed in Section 3. The main result of the paper is given in Section 4 where the definitions of the decoupling-zeros are proposed and the relationships between decoupling zeros of standard and positive discrete-time linear systems are discussed. Concluding remarks are given in Section 5.
Preliminaries
The set of n m  real matrices will be denoted by .
The set of nonnegative integers will be denoted by Z  and the n n  identity matrix by . 
contains n linearly independent monomial rows. Theorem 2.5. [1, 2] The positive system (2.1) is observable in q steps only if the matrix
contains n linearly independent monomial rows.
Decomposition of Positive Pair (A,B) and (A,C) of Positive Linear Systems
Let the reachability matrix 
are some natural numbers. Theorem 3.1. Let the positive system (2.1) be unreachable, the reachability matrix (3.1) have n 1 < n linearly independent monomial columns and the assumption 1 1 0 for 1,..., ; 1,...,
be satisfied.
Then the pair ( , )
A B of the system can be reduced by the use of the matrix (3.4) to the form 
where the pair
A B is reachable and the pair 2 2 ( , 0) A B  is unreachable. Proof is given in [11] . Theorem 3.2. The transfer matrix
of the positive system (2.1) is equal to the transfer matrix
of its reachable part
. Proof is given in [11] . By duality principle [11] we can obtained similar (dual) result for the pair (A,C) of the positive system (2.1).
Let the observability matrix
has 1 n n  linearly independent monomial rows. In a similar way as for the pair (A,B) by the choice of n 1 linearly independent monomial row for the pair (A,C) we may find the monomial matrix 
are some natural numbers. Theorem 3.3. Let the positive system (2.1) be unobservable, the matrix (3.9) has n 1 < n linearly independent monomial rows and the assumption
be satisfied. Then the pair (A,C) of the system can be reduced by the use of the matrix (3.10) to the form 1 1 2 2
is observable and the pair
is unobservable. Proof is given in [11] . Theorem 3.4. The transfer matrix (3.7) of the positive system (2.1) is equal to the transfer matrix
Proof is given in [11] . Remark 3.1. From Theorem 3.1 and 3.3 it follows that the conditions for decomposition of the pair (A,B) and (A,C) of the positive system (2.1) are much stronger than of the pairs of the standard system.
Decoupling Zeros of the Positive Systems
It is well-known [5] [6] [7] [8] that the input-decupling zeros of standard linear systems are the eigenvalues of the matrix A 2 of the unreachable (uncontrollable) part of the system. Similarly, the output-decoupling zeros of standard linear systems are the eigenvalues of the matrix of the unreachable and unobservable parts of the system. In a similar way we will defined the decoupling zeros of the positive linear discrete-time systems. 
Note that the pair (4.2) has already the form (3.
In this case the characteristic polynomial of the matrix The list of the output-decoupling zeros will be denoted by 
has only one monomial row 1 [0 1 0] Q  . In this case the monomial matrix (3.10) has the form 
Characteristic polynomial of the matrix 2 1 2 0 . This zero is the eigenvalue of the matrix 12 [3] A  of the unreachable and unobservable part of the system. Note that the transfer function of the system is zero, i.e.,   
The observability matrix 
Now let us consider the standard system (2.1) with (4.12). In this case the matrix (4.14) has two linearly independent rows and 0 1 0
Using (3.12) and (4.17) we obtain 
18b) The matrix 2 [1] A  of the unobservable part of the standard system has one eigenvalue which is equal to the output-decoupling zero 1 
If the rank of the reachability matrix (4.20) is equal to the number of linearly independent monomial columns then the input-decoupling zeros of the standard and positive system with (4.19) are the same and they are the eigenvalues of the matrix 2 A . The state vector x i of the system is independent of the input-decoupling zeros for any input u i and zero initial conditions (x 0 = 0).
Proof. By Definition 4.1 the input-decoupling zeros are the eigenvalues of the matrix 2 A and they are the same for standard and positive system since the similarity transformation matrix P has in both cases the same form (4.21). If the initial conditions are zero then the zet transformation of x i is given by
where U(z) is the zet transform of u i . Dual result we obtain for the positive pair 
has rank equal to two and two linearly independent monomial rows. In this case the monomial matrix (3.10) has the form 
Theorem 4.2. If the rank of the observability matrix (4.25) is equal to the number of linearly independent monomial rows then the output-decoupling zeros of the standard and positive system with (4.24) are the same and they are the eigenvalues of the matrix 2 A . The output y i of the system is independent of the output-decoupling zeros for any input ' and it is independent of the output-decoupling zero.
The presented results can be extended to multi-input multi-output discrete-time linear systems as follows.
Theorem 4.3. Let the reachability matrix (3.1) of the positive system (2.1) have rank equal to its 1 n n  line-arly independent monomial columns and the assumption
